
This paper showed the influence ot~~interstitial
hydrogen on the electronic states of palladium
and nickel metals for various hydrogen concen-
trations. New electronic states are induced by
the hydrogen. If these states are low, they are
filled by electrons, which leads to stability of
the hydride. The number and position of these
states are given by the calculations and lead to
nonrigid band behavior. Densities of states and
electronic specific heat coefficients are also cal-
culated for comparison. çrhe SC/a indicates that
this paper has been cited in over 225 publica-
tions.1
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In 1969 Dick Heckman of Sandia’s materials de.
velopment opnization introduced me to the area
of metal hydndes with its dichotomous proton and
anion models. The former model hypothesized that
when hydrogen is incorporated into a metal it ap-
pears to lose its electron to fill the metal states
(protonic), white in the latter model it apparently ac-
cepts an electron from the host (anionic). There was
separate evidence for each viewpoint. This problem
appealed tome as one in which the one.electron
band theory of solid-state physics could provide
some definitive answers. This paper was the fourth
in a series applying this theory to various rare-earth
and transition-metal hydrides.
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The paper was prepared for the International
Meeting on Hydrogen in Metals that was held in
JUlich, Federal Republic of Germany, in March 1972,
and it dealt with the classic, venerated system of pal-

ladium-hydrogen, and, for contrast, nickel-hydrogen.
This was my first foreign meeting and represented
my coming of age in “hydride-land”with all its tribal
taboos, high priests, and shibboleths. I chose the Ber-
ic/ate der Bunsen-Gesellschaft Iii, Physikalische
Chemiebecause it was the one in which the proceed-
ings would be published. As it turned out, on
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invited plenary papers alongwith the contributed ab-
stracts were to be published as the conference pt~-
ceedings. This paper, naively having been submitted
earlier, preceded the conference publication.

The ideas expressed in this paper were confirmed
by experimental work by Dean E. Eastman and J.K.
Cashion and led to the writing of a Physical Review
Letters pap& with Eastman in my hotel room at the
March 1971 meeting of the American Physical
Society in Cleveland. Calculations on these and other
hydride systems were able to show which electron
states were filled in each case and to reconcile the
two disparate models. My later refinement of these
ideas me to the concept of a minimum hydrogen-
hydrogen distance of 2.10 angstroms in metal hy-
dride systems. Experimental and theoretical work in
Germany, France, Israel, the USSR, and the US (at
Ames, Argonne National Laboratory, Harvard, IBM,
the Naval Research Laboratory, and other laborato-
ries) has subsequently shown the appropriateness of
such calculations for hydride systems.
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The numerous citations to this work reflect, I be-
lieve, that it was the right stuff, at the right time, and
in the right place. Shortly before this meeting, so-
perconductivity had been discovered in palladium
hydride by T. Skosldewicz,
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created considerable excitement for those days. This
discovery was followed by the observation of an in-
verse isotope effect where palladium deuteride had
a higher superconducting transition temperature
than the hydride, contrary to conventional thinid
These results made such calculations all the more
event. This meeting and subsequent symposia on hr
drogen in metals and metal hydrides were eminently
successful in that they brou~httogether chemists,
metallurgists, chemical engineers and physicists
(now called materials scientists), all working on as-
pects of a common problem. With growth and ma-
turity in the field, the forum for hydrides has fallen
to the Journal of the Less-Common Metals.se I am
now studying boron and boron compounds and have
found many technical, professional, and sociological
parallels—plus ça change, plusc’est Ia meme chose.
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